Elios Unveils Powered, Portable Security Devices for Personal Safety
Global tracker functionality keeps you, your family and your stuff safe

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The statistics are scary — half a million children are reported missing each year, and date rapes have increased by six times since the rise in popularity of online dating. In addition, millions of people in the US are living with Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of dementia, and this results in thousands of missing persons reports on a daily basis.

The good news is that most missing persons cases are resolved quickly, and there are many ways to stay safe without deleting your Tinder or eHarmony apps.

Today, a new line of products from the power-on-the-go company Elios formerly GoPlug Bags makes it easier to keep yourself, and your family, safe (not to mention your stuff).

“Elios beats the competition on power and trackability, and we added the SOS panic button to make it useful for people on-the-go, wherever or whoever they are,” said Josh Cross, Founder of Elios, formerly known as GoPlug.

The lineup includes micro trackers with SOS panic buttons, which were designed for everyday use and are ideal for children, the elderly and anyone in need of a discrete safety solution. They easily attach to keychains, luggage and other devices.

The line’s slightly larger power banks are ideal for handbags and carry-ons, while the solar tracker power banks were created for adventurers and travelers anywhere in the world. Similarly, the Wifi Hotspot AC Power Stations are perfect for connecting and charging all your devices, no matter where life takes you.

While most other trackers rely on Bluetooth and battery-draining GPS, GoPlug integrates WiFi/GSM and low-power GPS chips. Now, rather than just tracking your items 100 feet or simply telling you the last time your device was connected via Bluetooth, you can track almost anything, anywhere in the world.

Features available with Elios’s new offering include power management, timer controls, movement alarms, geofencing, and alert notifications. Users will also benefit from real-time location tracking, a “find device” alarm, history tracking, alert notifications and additional smartphone-controlled security theft prevention features. To learn more, visit https://www.myelios.com/.
About Elios:

Elios, Inc., was built to help companies and individuals track what’s most important to them. We provide the best portable power and global tracking technology in the world, designing and manufacturing products for some of the world’s largest companies. Our products support law enforcement, travelers, filmmakers and people from many other industries. In addition to helping companies and individuals track what’s most important to them, Elios pledges a portion of its proceeds to helping solve two of the largest issues in the world today: personal safety and access to electricity.